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Sandals are a certain type of footwear that is open in design. They are often referred to as Open
Shoes and are made from leather or some other fabric; mostly feature synthetic straps. Some of
these footwear items features zippers, buttons, or even buckles. They do not feature heels and are
normally flat in structure. The soles used for these footwear items are normally light in weight.
Sandals are extremely popular choice for summer season. They are also perfect to wear at
beaches. wholesale sandals are available in different pattern, styles, and color. However, wholesale
sandal dealers also sell different other variants of footwear items like shoe, boots, sneakers, and
stilettos.

The advantage of purchasing footwear from such dealers is mainly because of low rates associated
with each items. However, the client needs to purchase footwear items in bulk amount thus they get
a massive reduction in price. Even if anyone trying to purchase a single item from these sellers, may
also find it at affordable rates. In most of the case, no wholesale provider sells a single product to
clients. Letâ€™s say for example; a person is trying to purchase sandals. Then, he/she need to
purchase some 50 or 100 pieces of the same sandal to avail wholesale rate.

There are some stores where sandals at wholesale rates can be availed. However, these are not
wholesalers. Rather, they may have old stocks available with them. In order to bring fresh stocks,
they want to sell those old stocked items at a lower price range. However, by no way they will sell
the items at their own loss. They may reduce the profit margin by a certain extent or may even give
away the items at â€œno profit no lossâ€• scenario.
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For more information on a sandals wholesale, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the http://wholesalestellashoes.com/womans-shoes-sandals-c-1116_1118.html
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